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We theoretically explore the possibility of sausage instabilities developing on top of a kink
instability in lengthening current-carrying magnetic flux tubes. Observations indicate that the
dynamics of magnetic flux tubes in our cosmos and terrestrial experiments can involve topological
changes faster than time scales predicted by resistive magnetohydrodynamics. Recent laboratory
experiments suggest that hierarchies of instabilities, such as kink and Rayleigh-Taylor, could be
responsible for initiating fast topological changes by locally accessing two-fluid and kinetic
regimes. Sausage instabilities can also provide this coupling mechanism between disparate scales.
Flux tube experiments can be classified by the flux tube’s evolution in a configuration space
described by a normalized inverse aspect-ratio k and current-to-magnetic flux ratio k. A lengthen-
ing current-carrying magnetic flux tube traverses this k–k space and crosses stability boundaries.
We derive a single general criterion for the onset of the sausage and kink instabilities in idealized
magnetic flux tubes with core and skin currents. The criterion indicates a dependence of the stabil-
ity boundaries on current profiles and shows overlapping kink and sausage unstable regions in the
k–k space with two free parameters. Numerical investigation of the stability criterion reduces the
number of free parameters to a single one that describes the current profile and confirms the over-
lapping sausage and kink unstable regions in k–k space. A lengthening, ideal current-carrying mag-
netic flux tube can therefore become sausage unstable after it becomes kink unstable. Published by
AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4981231]
Magnetic flux tubes are defined as a bundle of magnetic
field lines that run through a closed contour.1 When current
flows along a magnetic flux tube, several current-driven insta-
bilities may develop, which are generally well understood with
the ideal magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) behavior of current-
carrying flux tubes,2 where for mathematical convenience, the
column is modeled by an infinitely long cylinder and classified
into one of two ideal analytical models: a skin screw pinch
(with an axial magnetic field and an electrical current flowing
only on an infinitely thin boundary layer separating the plasma
from vacuum)3 or a diffuse pinch (with an axial magnetic field,
no skin current, but some distribution of current inside the
plasma).4 In all cases, classical instability onset conditions are
retrieved from the Energy Principle5 on Fourier perturbed
states of the idealized current-carrying magnetic flux tube, i.e.,
starting from a static equilibrium like a ball at rest on a hill or
valley, if the perturbed potential energy is negative, the system
would be unstable to that particular mode. Indications that the
coupling of different types of instabilities may play a role in
astrophysical, heliospheric, and laboratory phenomena have
motivated a renewed interest in revisiting and extending classi-
cal instability criteria. MHD instabilities may be responsible
for structure formation in astrophysical jets,6 and understand-
ing these structures may provide insight into activity at the
source of the jets. Kink and sausage instabilities have been
observed in coronal loops and could trigger large energy
releases and heating of the solar corona.7 Instabilities appear to
be necessary for the formation of toroidal plasma configura-
tions from initially open flux tubes, such as spheromaks8,9 and
spherical tori.10 Recent experiments have identified an instabil-
ity cascade, where a macroscopic instability triggers a micro-
scopic instability, creating small scale structures which directly
couple the disparate plasma scales:11 the acceleration of a
growing kink on the scale length of the flux tube acts as an
effective gravity, leading to a Rayleigh-Taylor instability. The
Rayleigh-Taylor instability forms structures on the scale of ion
inertial lengths, enabling fast reconnection.12 Two neighboring
current-carrying magnetic flux tubes may kink on system scale
lengths, attract each other, merge, reconnect ion inertial
lengths, and launch ion-cyclotron waves.11 Spheromak merg-
ing experiments observe annihilation of magnetic helicity fol-
lowed by the formation of a Field-Reversed Configuration
(FRC) with ion flows, when the scale lengths approach ion
Larmor radii.13,14 Partially toroidal flux tubes in a solar loop
laboratory experiment erupt when they are unstable to both the
torus and kink instabilities but fail to erupt when they are
unstable to only one of the instabilities.15 In toroidal fusion
devices, the merging of discrete temperature flux tubes has
been associated with global sawtooth events.16 To identify pos-
sible couplings between MHD instabilities, it is necessary to
examine current-carrying magnetic flux tube stability beyond
the conditions used to derive classical stability criteria. Finite-
length screw pinches with one or both ends tied down have
kink instability criteria modified from classical Kruskal-
Shafranov values,17 explaining some experimental results.18
Sheared axial plasma flow stabilizes the Z-pinch to kink and
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sausage instabilities,19 an effect subsequently observed in the
laboratory.20 In many flux tube experiments, the flux tube is
bound between two electrodes and remains at a fixed length
while the current ramps up. In contrast, a flared current-
carrying magnetic flux tube generated from one boundary
gives rise to strong axial plasma flows before collimating into
a filamentary cylinder. This collimation occurs continuously as
the flows convect magnetic flux into the flared end of the flux
tube, resulting in a lengthening of the collimated flux tube
while the current ramps up. This behavior was described theo-
retically21 and observed experimentally.22 The same flux tube
has then been observed to become kink unstable, detach from
the source electrodes, and form a spheromak.8 The detachment
of the flux tube may be initiated by a sausage-like instability,
but comparisons between measurements and the theory cur-
rently rely on stability criteria derived for skin screw-pinch
models of infinite length, even though the experiment’s flux
tube has a distributed current and lengthens during the shot
duration. This paper presents a single general stability criterion
for the onset of ideal MHD instabilities in a lengthening
current-carrying magnetic flux tube with both diffuse internal
and sharp skin currents and comparisons to numerical
calculations.
Here, the general, minimized form of the perturbed
potential energy of the system is subdivided into 3 terms: the
first (internal) term is simplified with Newcomb’s analysis4
of internal stability; the second (skin) term is further simpli-
fied by considering Bellan’s analysis21 of a self-collimating
flared flux tube; the third (vacuum) term is simplified by
assuming that the wall is at infinity. Differing from standard
treatments, none of the terms are subsequently set to zero in
the analytical treatment.
The starting point is the general, minimized, 1D per-
turbed potential energy of the current-carrying magnetic flux
tube dW(n) which depends only on the radial displacement
n(r) of the flux surface at radial position r. This real 1D scalar
expression is reduced from dWð~nÞ, a complex expression
of the infinitesimal 3D displacement ~n ¼ nðrÞr^ þ gð/Þ/^þ
fðzÞz^, with classical assumptions: the idealized cylindrically
symmetric flux tube with periodicity length L and radius a is
surrounded by vacuum, no walls (wall at radius r¼ b ! 1),
and subdivided into the internal (plasma) volume between
0 r p and a thin shell (interface or skin) between p r v,
where p is the “plasma” side of a and v is the “vacuum” side
of a. The plasma pressure is isotropic and inviscid. The
plasma is incompressible, r ~n ¼ 0, which is the most unsta-
ble worst case scenario and allows reduction of the 3D~n to a
1D n. This assumption also removes pressure-driven instabil-
ities from consideration, leaving only the current-driven con-
tributions. The fundamental instabilities are the sausage
(m¼ 0, n 1) and kink (jmj  1; n  1) modes, where m is
the azimuthal mode number and n the longitudinal mode
number of the Fourier perturbation on the cylinder. The per-
turbations are small and linear, to ignore higher order terms,
and adiabatic, and so, the perturbed plasma pressure can be
simply expressed in terms of the equilibrium pressure and the
displacement n. The longest (worst-case, n¼ 1) perturbation
wave length is assumed so that k¼ 2p/L. The system is
described by ideal MHD, and so, the perturbed magnetic field
can be expressed simply in terms of the plasma displacement
and the equilibrium magnetic field. The system is assumed
initially to be in static equilibrium, and so, equilibrium quanti-
ties are not time dependent and integration constants can be
put to zero.
The linearly perturbed potential energy dW is thus inte-
grated by parts into contributions dWpl from the plasma, dWi
from the interface, and dWv from the vacuum.
2 The dWpl term
represents the available free energy of the plasma, with contri-
butions from the internal vacuum magnetic field, the plasma
pressure, and internal currents (dWB1 ; dWp1 ; dWJ0 , respec-
tively). The dWi term represents the work required to move
the boundary between the plasma and the vacuum. The dWv
represents the energy transferred to the external vacuum mag-
netic fields. From the Energy Principle, the flux tube is stable
if the total perturbed potential energy dW¼ dWplþ dWi
þ dWv 0 and unstable otherwise. The general, minimized
form of the perturbed potential energy of the system is thus
subdivided into three terms, and differing from standard treat-
ments, none of the terms are subsequently set to zero in our
analytical treatment. We simplify the first (internal) term with
Newcomb’s analysis4 of internal stability, the second (skin)
term with Bellan’s analysis21 of a self-collimating flared flux
tube, and the third (vacuum) term with the assumption that
the wall is at infinity. We now look at each term individually.
The incompressible plasma’s perturbed potential energy dWpl
is given by4
dWpl ¼ pL
2l0
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0
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where f ¼rðkrBzþmB/Þ=ðk2r2þm2Þ;h¼ðk2r2B2zm2B2/Þ=
ðk2r2þm2Þ, and g is also a function of k, r, Bz, and B/ that
will soon be eliminated, and m is the azimuthal mode num-
ber. The first term of Eq. (1) can be minimized if n is the
solution to the associated Euler-Lagrangian equation
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Eq. (2) has a singular point in the flux tube whenever f¼ 0,
i.e., wherever q¼m, having defined q ¼ 2prBz=ðLB/Þ, corre-
sponding to rational mode surfaces q¼m/n with n¼ 1.
Solutions n thus only exist in regions between two singular
points (called an “interval”). It is sufficient to only consider
stability to the m¼ 0, 61 modes because if a column is stable
to both, it is also stable to higher order modes.4 So, the “no
singular point” condition becomes q 6¼ 0, 61. Newcomb4
proves extensively the conditions for the existence of solu-
tions and the conditions for internal stability (dWpl 0) of a
collimated magnetic flux tube: a collimated magnetic flux
tube is stable if and only if (a) the Suydam criterion23 is satis-
fied for r> 0 (but does not have to be at r¼ 0); (b) the Euler-
Lagrangian solutions satisfy the “small” conditions on the
left-hand side of an interval, namely,
n 0ð Þ ¼ 0 if m 6¼ 61 and @n
@r
¼ 0 if m ¼ 61 (3)
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and (c) the Euler-Lagrangian solution does not vanish twice
in any interval. The existence of singularities and solutions
are dependent on the experimental conditions, and so,
numerical codes are generally employed to solve Eq. (2).
But we proceed analytically for now.
The lengthening flux tube is initially stable; therefore, the
three conditions (a)–(c) are fulfilled. Early in the discharge,
the collimated flux tube is short (L small) and stable (small
B/), and so, q  rBz=ðLB/Þ  1. As the collimated flux tube
lengthens and current increases, q approaches one from above
and is always non-zero. Hence, just before the onset of insta-
bility, there are no singular points inside the flux tube and we
can consider the whole plasma cross-section as a unique
“interval” where the three Newcomb stability conditions are
fulfilled, in particular, conditions (b) and (c). So, except at
r¼ 0, the solution n(r) 6¼ 0 and the Euler-Lagrangian equation
(2) is satisfied, giving g ¼ @=@r½f@n=@r=n, which can be
substituted into Eq. (1) to give
dWpl ¼ pL
2l0
fn
@n
@r
 p
0
þ hn2
 p
0
 !
: (4)
Strictly, the lower bound is at rc< a with rc ! 0, but those
terms vanish since, at the flux tube center, the solutions all
satisfy the Newcomb small-value conditions n(0)¼ 0 or
n0ð0Þ ¼ 0 where 0 denotes @/@r. At the plasma edge r¼ p, we
take nðpÞ ¼ nðaÞ 	 na; n0ðpÞ  na d=a, where d represents a
“rigidness” of the displacement of the boundary and
f(p)¼ f(a). The plasma term Eq. (4) thus becomes
dWpl ¼ pL
2l0
d
f að Þ
a
n2a þ
pL
2l0
h að Þn2a: (5)
For the interface term dWi, the standard derivation
24 of the
perturbed potential energy gives
dWi ¼ paL
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where B2 ¼ B2/ þ B2z and the plasma pressures P are the equi-
librium values. This term only exists if a surface skin current
exists and represents the work required to move the plasma
boundary. Since we assumed the starting point to be a static,
axisymmetric equilibrium, then the pinch force B/=ðl0rÞ
balances the total pressure gradient @=@r½Pþ B2=ð2l0Þ. The
“jump” in the current profile from the core plasma current to
the skin current value is represented by B/ðpÞ being different
from B/ðvÞ, giving
dWi ¼ pL
2l0
n2a B
2
/p  B2/v
 	
: (7)
The classical skin current model assumes no plasma current
inside the flux tube, i.e., B/p ¼ 0, but we keep both terms
here. The vacuum contribution dWv is given by the usual
expression24 (with the wall radius b!1)
dWv ¼  pL
2l0
kaBzv þ mB/vð Þ2 n
2
a
ka
Km jkajð Þ
K0m jkajð Þ
; (8)
where Km is the modified Bessel function of the second kind
of order m. Reassembling Eqs. (5), (7), and (8) gives the total
perturbed potential energy as
dW ¼ pL
2l0
d
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; (9)
which is compared to zero to determine the onset of stability.
After dividing by pL=ð2l0Þn2a and defining k 	 ka and m !
m, for convenience since for the kink, the most unstable
modes will be perpendicular to the magnetic field
(kBhþmBz¼ 0), the flux tube is stable if
dþ 1ð Þk2B2zp þ d 1ð Þm2B2/ þ 2dmkB/pBzp
k
2 þ m2
þ B2/p  B2/a
 mB/v 
kBzv

 2
k
Km jkj

 
K0m jkj

  > 0: (10)
This is normal as far as we can go since Bzp, Bza, Bzv
and B/p; B/a; B/v are generally independent parameters
that have to be determined experimentally. To continue, we
remember k ¼ l0Iw with w¼Bzpr2, and so, Ampere’s law
B/ ¼ l0I=ð2prÞ can be rewritten as
kp ¼ 2B/p
aBzp
and kv ¼ 2B/v
aBzv
(11)
for the plasma side and the vacuum side, respectively.
Previous experimental results22 showed our starting point
(collimated magnetic flux tube) results from MHD pumping
in a flared flux tube.21 The MHD pumping theory points out
that once collimated, the magnetic flux tube must have a uni-
form axial magnetic field across the interface, i.e., Bzp
¼Bza¼Bzv, where the plasma current is entirely axial.
Therefore, if the flux tube is fully collimated at the onset of
instability, after defining dimensionless k 	 kva and kpa
	 k, the stability condition Eq. (10) reduces to
2k  mk½  dþ 1ð Þ2k  d 1ð Þmk
 
k
2 þ m2
þ 2  1ð Þk2  m
k  2kð Þ2
k
Km jkj

 
K0m jkj

  > 0 (12)
with the conditions B/v ¼ B/a 6¼ 0 and k 6¼ 0. If the left-
hand side of (12) is negative for m¼ 0, then the flux tube is
sausage unstable and if it is negative for m¼ 1, it is kink
unstable. The Kruskal-Shafranov m¼ 1 kink condition can
be retrieved from (12) by bearing in mind that it is usually
derived for a long, thin column (k ! 0) with a skin current
and no internal currents (¼ 0). For small argument,
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K1ðxÞ ! x1 and K01ðxÞ ! x2, which simplifies (12) to
the Kruskal-Shafranov condition k > k=2 for d ! 0.
Remembering that k ¼ 2pa=L and k ¼ l0Ia=w, where
w¼Bzpa2 and l0I ¼ B/=ð2paÞ, gives the well-known
2paBz=ðLB/Þ in cylindrical geometry. The Tayler criterion25
for sausage m¼ 0 stability in a skin screw-pinch can also be
retrieved from (12) by taking the same limits. One obtains
k > 2
ffiffiffi
2
p
for d ! 1, equivalent to the more familiar
B2z > B
2
/=2.
The stability condition (12) thus maps out a stability
space (Fig. 1). The kink instability region is hatched, to the
right of the curve that approaches the classical Kruskal-
Shafranov condition (dotted line k ¼ k=2). The region that is
both sausage and kink unstable is cross-hatched, to the right
of the curve that falls on the k ¼ 0 axis away from the origin.
A short, low current magnetic flux tube (k ! large; k ! 0)
thus starts to become stable at the top left of the space (white
region). As the column lengthens and current increases
(k ! 0; k ! large), the column’s (k; k) point travels to the
bottom-right of the space, crossing the m¼ 1 threshold to be
kink unstable (hatched region). Eventually, the column may
cross the m¼ 0 threshold and becomes sausage unstable
(cross hatched). The parameter  ¼ kpa=k represents the
ratio of the internal current to the skin current and character-
izes the “hollowness” of the current profile across the flux
tube, e.g., if ¼ 0, the plasma column has no internal current,
only a skin current. The parameter d ¼ an0ðaÞ=nðaÞ repre-
sents the “abruptness” or “rigidness” of the displacement of
the plasma boundary with respect to the internal plasma. If
d¼ 0, the plasma cross-section moves rigidly radially
without compressing, as in a kink instability. If d¼ 1, then
the boundary layer displacement is greater than the internal
layers’ displacement, as in the compressing sausage instabil-
ity. Eq. (12) thus demonstrates three things: (1) a dependence
of both the kink and sausage instability boundaries on the
current profile ; (2) a significant region that is both kink and
sausage unstable; and (3) a dependence of the instability
boundaries on the value of the rigidness parameter d.
Although we cannot solve analytically for d, its value is
uniquely determined for given periodicity numbers (m and
k), axial magnetic field (k), and current profile () by the
Euler-Lagrange equation (Eq. (2)). Numerical integration of
Eq. (2) will thus constrain our value of d. Eq. (2) is a second
order ordinary differential equation that can have several sin-
gularities. For numerical integration, the skin current region
can no longer be assumed to be infinitesimal, and so, we con-
struct profiles with a skin region of finite thickness. To con-
tinue, the equilibrium quantities will be expressed as
dimensionless quantities (denoted by an over bar). The
dimensionless axial current density jz is described by a step
function (Fig. 2); in the core, the current density is constant,
rises smoothly to the skin current, and drops off smoothly to
zero at the plasma edge. The smoothly varying transition
regions are described by fourth order polynomials, continu-
ous with the core and skin regions up to the second deriva-
tive. Since jz smoothly varies to zero, the parameter ¼ 0.
The current profile is described by the fraction of core-to-
total current eff¼ Icore/Itotal, where Icore is the current in the
constant current core region and Itotal is the total current
driven along the flux tube. The azimuthal magnetic field Bh
is determined by Ampere’s law. The axial magnetic field Bz
is taken to be constant across the flux tube. The pressure gra-
dient p0 is balanced by jz Bh. Given the above assumptions,
all profiles are uniquely determined by the dimensionless
FIG. 1. Analytical k–k stability spaces parameterized with core current frac-
tion  and rigidness d. (a) Stability spaces for ¼ 0.1 and d¼ 0.1. The white
region is stable, the gray region is unstable, the hatched region is kink
(m¼ 1) unstable, and the crosshatched region is unstable to both kink and
sausage (m¼ 0) modes. (b) Kink stability space dependence on  with d¼ 0.
The dark red region is unstable. (c) Sausage stability space dependence on 
with d¼ 0.7. The dark green region is unstable. (d) Sausage stability bound-
ary dependence on d with ¼ 0.2. The dark green region is unstable.
FIG. 2. Radial Profiles of jz; Bh , and p for (a) eff¼ 0.7, (b) eff¼ 0.5, and
(c) ¼ eff¼ 0.1 used for the calculations shown in Fig. 3. Dashed vertical
lines demarcate (from left to right) core, transition, skin, and transition
regions.
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numbers eff, k, and k. A fourth dependent dimensionless
number is the ratio of plasma pressure to magnetic pressure
at the axis b0.
Since the Euler-Lagrange equation may have several
singularities, the adaptive solver LSODA from ODEPACK
is used. The solver is accessed through wrappers in the
Python scipy.integrate library.26 The Euler-Lagrange equa-
tion is re-expressed as a system of two first order ordinary
differential equations (ODEs)
dn
dr
¼ n0 and d
dr
f n
0
  ¼ gn: (13)
LSODA is an adaptive solver, where the stepsize is modified
to achieve the desired accuracy. So, a request for the value
of the derivatives can be made at any given r. To accommo-
date these requests, the profiles are stored as cubic splines
created with FITPACK routines accessed through Python
wrappers in scipy.interpolate. Each interval, bounded by the
singularities, can be integrated separately using the small
solution Eq. (3) as an initial value to the right of the singular-
ity. Since this study is only concerned with external stability,
it will suffice to test the equilibrium for Suydam stability at
the singularities and integrate only the last interval.
To determine the initial value to the left of the singular-
ity, we use the Frobenius power series method for regular
singular points.27 The Frobenius power series expansion
gives the relationship between n and n
0
close to the singular-
ity at r ¼ 0, for m¼ 0 (n 
 Cr1 and n0 
 Cr0) and for m 6¼ 0
(n 
 Cr jm1j and n0 
 Cjm 1jr jm2j). Since the constant C
cannot be determined, the magnitude of n is arbitrary and
only the ratio n
0
=n has meaning. At the non-geometric
(r 6¼ 0) singularities, the Frobenius method gives a quadratic
indicial equation
n6 ¼  1
2
6
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
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2
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B
2
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B
2
dp
dr
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where rs is the radial position of the singularity. The initial
values for n to the right of the singularity are given by
jr  rsjn6 . The solution with the larger n is the “small” solu-
tion.4 The small solution may diverge at rs but will be well
behaved away from the singularity. If ba <  14, the exponents
n will be complex, resulting in rapid oscillations through
n ¼ 0 around the singularity. The condition for complex
exponents is equivalent to the Suydam instability.27 These
initial values are used to integrate n for the given magnetic
field profiles in the last interval of the Euler-Lagrange equa-
tion. The values of d and na are then substituted into Eq. (12)
with  set to zero, to determine the dW of each mode.
The perturbed potential energy dW is calculated at
50 50 points in the k–k space and then interpolated
throughout the space,28 Zenodo. http://dx.doi.org/10.5281/
zenodo.230489. The results of numerical calculations of the
k–k stability space are shown in Fig. 3 for three values of the
current fraction eff: 0.7, 0.5, and 0.1. In contrast to the ana-
lytical approach in Fig. 1, the numerical integration shows
that the rigidness parameter d is not a constant but varies
with k and k although the quantitative behavior is similar.
The magnitude of dW is arbitrary in the variational approach;
however, we can compare relative magnitudes (all dW values
plotted are normalized). The kink unstable region matches
the Kruskal-Shafranov condition for the long-thin regime,
low k (Figs. 3(a)–3(c)). In regions of high k, b0 becomes
large and the b term in Eq. (14) dominates. Since the pres-
sure gradient for the chosen current profiles is always nega-
tive, any singularity due to the safety factor q crossing a
rational mode will result in infinite oscillations of the dis-
placement n, i.e., be Suydam unstable. Eq. (2) is the qx2 !
0 case of the general cylindrical eigenvalue problem, where
q is the plasma density, x is the mode frequency, and x2 is
the eigenvalue. The solutions to the eigenvalue problem are
Sturmian, and their zero-crossings decrease with decreasing
values of the eigenvalue x2.27 This means that Suydam-
unstable profiles are likely unstable to the external kinks, as
decreasing zero-crossings allow the eigenfunction n to match
the vacuum boundary conditions. To express this likely
external kink instability, without solving the full eigenvalue
problem, the Suydam-unstable regions are cross-hatched in
Figs. 3(a)–3(c). The stability boundaries of both the sausage
mode and kink modes depend on the core-to-total current
fraction eff (Figs. 3(d)–3(f)). As in the analytical results,
there is a significant region which is unstable to both the
kink and sausage modes. For high  and high k, the solution
to the Euler-Lagrange equation indicates external stability;
however, n does cross zero in these cases, suggesting internal
instability. Again, taking the Sturmian property of the gen-
eral eigenvalue problem into account, these zero crossings
will likely allow the eigenfunction n to match vacuum
boundary conditions at lower x2. To express this likely sau-
sage instability, the internally unstable region is cross-
hatched in Fig. 3(d). While the variational approach cannot
determine the linear growth rates, the ratio of the potential
energies dWm¼ 0/dWm¼1 determines which mode will have
the faster growth rate. In the region where both sausage and
kink instabilities occur, the sausage instability has a larger
linear growth rate for higher k values (shorter, fatter tubes),
and this boundary shifts downward as the eff decreases
(Figs. 4(a)–4(c)). This suggests that a sausage could develop
rapidly on top of a slowly growing kink.
The analytical and numerical stability conditions present
evidence for the possibility of a sausage instability develop-
ing on top and after a kink instability in a lengthening
current-carrying magnetic flux tube, particularly in the gen-
eral case of a flux tube with internal and skin currents. A sau-
sage instability in a screw pinch plasma may be unfamiliar
because classical analyses consider diffuse or skin currents
separately; however, evidence for sausage instabilities has
been observed in coronal loops30 and predicted in magneto-
spheric current sheets31 and cylindrical liner compression
experiments with axial fields.32 We note that in ideal MHD,
a linear configuration without magnetic field reversal is
never sausage unstable without also being unstable to the
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kink. Sausage instabilities are commonly observed in Z-
pinches,33 which are always unstable to the kink. Likewise,
for current-carrying magnetic flux tubes, the sausage unsta-
ble regions are inside the kink unstable regions of the k–k
space. In magnetic flux tubes with helical fields, kinks have
been observed to redistribute the current path and amplify
the axial field.8 The increased axial field could stabilize both
the kink and sausage mode. A sausage instability is thus
most likely to occur if the magnetic flux tube can quickly
evolve to the upper right quadrant of the k–k configuration
space where the sausage mode growth rates dominate. The
linear growth rates will be on the order of the Alfven transit
time; however, nonlinear effects may lead to saturation of
the kink instability as is observed in other experiments.34 A
sausage instability has been observed forming on top of a
kinking current-carrying liquid mercury column.35
Another crucial feature of the k–k stability space is the
dependence of both the kink and sausage instability on the
current distribution . This effect is not observed in linear
plasma experiments driven by washer guns18,36 since the cur-
rent ramp-up occurs on a much longer time scale than the
lengthening of the flux tube. Washer-gun driven flux tubes are
confined to low k when appreciable k values are reached (bot-
tom right of k–k space). In the long-thin (low k) regime, the
kink instability boundary always matches the classical
Kruskal-Shafranov condition (assuming ideal periodic bound-
aries). Plasma jets produced by planar plasma gun experi-
ments, however, evolve in k and k on the same time scale. In
these plasma jets, rapid pinching of the plasma from the gun
followed by detachment has been observed at high k, which
may be an indication for a sausage instability.8 Solar loop sta-
bility experiments have noted the effect of finite aspect ratios
(large k).15
In regard to experiments, it is important to understand
what implications a kink-sausage instability might have and if
there are any unique signatures. In Z-pinch discharges, sau-
sage instabilities are associated with beams of high energy
ions.33,37 The ions could be accelerated by a strong electric
field generated from the increased resistivity in the pinched
region of the sausage mode. While the magnetic field in a Z-
pinch is purely azimuthal, in a current-carrying magnetic flux
tube, the field is helical with shear across the magnetic flux
surfaces. The compression of these sheared magnetic flux sur-
faces would provide a favorable magnetic topology for recon-
nection. An interesting question is whether a kink sausage
instability could couple the MHD system to microscopic
scales of ion inertial lengths or ion Larmor radii where two-
fluid and kinetic effects become important and can lead to fast
reconnection.12 The assumptions of MHD are invalid when
the ratio of drift over Alfven velocity is close to or exceeds
unity. At high drift velocities, kinetic effects such as wave-
particle interactions and the decoupling of perpendicular ion
and electron motion described by the Hall term could domi-
nate. To understand when this may occur, it is helpful to
express the ratio of the average drift velocity vd¼ Iz/(pa2nq)
and the Alfven velocity vA ¼ B= ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffil0n0mip in terms of the
FIG. 3. Numerical k  k stability spaces
with relative growth rates. Normalized
kink dWm¼ 1 contours for (a) eff¼ 0.7,
(b) eff¼ 0.5, and (c) eff¼ 0.1;
Normalized sausage dWm¼0 contours
for (d) eff¼ 0.7, (e) eff¼ 0.5, and (f)
eff¼ 0.1. The cross hatched regions
indicate Suydam unstable regions in
the m¼ 1 plots and regions with inter-
nal instabilities in the m¼ 0 plots.
(Associated dataset available at http://
dx.doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.230611).29
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configuration space parameters, where n0 is the number den-
sity, q the charge, mi the ion mass, and l0 the magnetic per-
meability. Starting with the velocity definitions
vd
vA
¼ Iz
pa2n0q
l0n0miffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
B2hv þ Bzv
q ; (16)
we can cancel a power of the azimuthal magnetic field after
replacing the current with Ampe`re’s law Iz¼ 2paBh/l0
vd
vA
¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
mi
pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
l0n0q2
p
a
2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ Bzv
Bhv
r : (17)
Substituting the magnetic field ratio kv Eq. (11) and the ratio
of the characteristic length over the ion skin depth ki, also
called the size parameter S ¼ a=ki ¼ a
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
lon0q
2
i =mi
p
, choos-
ing the radius a as the characteristic length, and assuming
singly ionized plasmas, we obtain
vd
vA
¼ 1
S
2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ 4
k
2
v
s : (18)
The critical value of kv at which the velocity ratio becomes
unity is given by
kvcrit ¼ 2S
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4 S2
p : (19)
This condition has a singularity at S*¼ 2 with a relative shallow
slope before S*1.5, indicating that for low S*, a sausage instabil-
ity could couple to microscopic scales (Fig. 5). Low values of
S* can be achieved with plasmas with higher ion masses and
lower densities and by reaching the top right corner of the k–k
configuration space where the flux tube radius is still large.
Sausage instabilities can still occur when MHD dominates, at
high S*, without coupling to kinetic and two-fluid scales.
This work presents a general stability condition for
current-carrying magnetic flux tubes with a wide range of
aspect ratios, current-to-magnetic flux ratios, and current pro-
files. The analytical and numerical results point to sausage
instabilities on top of kinking flux tubes as a possible cascade
of instabilities. Further numerical and experimental studies
are in progress to verify the k–k configuration space and
determine growth rates of the kink and sausage instabilities. A
new triple electrode planar plasma gun, Mochi.Labjet, is
designed to generate magnetic flux tubes with discrete core
and skin currents evolving over a wide range of the k–k sta-
bility space. Preliminary results indicate that the magnetic
flux tube life time is several Alfven transit times, while the
peak rate of increase of k is at least an order of magnitude
faster than the Alfven transit time and four times faster than
the rate of increase of k. This indicates that the sausage unsta-
ble region of the k–k configuration space should be accessi-
ble. The kink-sausage instability cascade could couple to two-
fluid and kinetic regimes when the size parameter S* is small.
This can be achieved with high ion masses, e.g., argon or
krypton plasmas. High spatial resolution magnetic probe
arrays will identify the cascade of MHD instabilities.
FIG. 4. The ratio of dWm¼0/dWm¼1 for (a) eff¼ 0.7, (b) eff¼ 0.5, and (c)
eff¼ 0.1. In the white space, either at least one of the potential energies is
positive or undetermined. (Associated dataset available at http://dx.doi.org/
10.5281/zenodo.230611).29
FIG. 5. Critical k value for a given size parameter S* above which the insta-
bility will couple to microscopic scales. The hatched region starts at the min-
imum sausage unstable k for an eff¼ 0.7 current profile. The dashed line
denotes the Tayler criterion k ¼ 2 ffiffiffi2p .
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